
Wes Anderson Advanced Obit 

Wes Anderson, who helped highlight an artistic niche of directing through his vibrant pastel 
aesthetic and comedic plots that ran parallel to reality, died tk tk tk.  
 
Wesley Wales Anderson was born in Houston, Texas on May 1, 1969. His father Melver and 
mother Anne raised Wes with his two brothers Eric and Mel until they divorced when Wes was 
8-years-old. The divorce caused Anderson to act out, a response that eventually lead him to 
filmmaking when he began to steal his father’s Super 8 camera for the purpose of creating his 
own films. 
 
Anderson married Lebanese writer, costume designer and voice actress Juman Malouf in 2010 
who later had the couple's daughter, Freya, in 2016.  
 
The director’s nature of moviemaking was best told through his own words, “For me, the essence 
of storytelling is to take the audience on an emotional journey,” said Anderson in an interview 
with The Talks in early 2020. “And I think cinematography is all about underlining those 
emotions and emphasizing them in a way that the audience will never be aware of.” 
 
Anderson entered the public eye with his first film “Bottle Rocket” that was released in 1996 to 
mixed reviews, but gained critical acclaim for his subsequent films such as “Moonrise Kingdom” 
and “The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou.” 
 
“Bottle Rocket” was thought up and created through a co-writing collaboration between 
Anderson and actor Owen Wilson who has since acted in seven of Anderson’s films. The pair 
originally met at the University of Texas at Austin after Anderson graduated from St. John's 
School in Houston in 1987.  
 
It was in the production of “Bottle Rocket” that the style Anderson embraced and became known 
for was born. Utilizing what is known as mise-en-scène, Anderson involved his artistic 
perspective in a variety of directing facets. Imaginative visuals, vintage settings, symmetrical 
shots and coordinated quirky costume designs that blend with the plot’s comical awkwardness all 
became staple samples of mise-en-scène that Anderson came back to in his further works.  
 
Anderson frequently utilized the same cast in his productions with Bill Murray, Jason 
Schwartzman and Kumar Pallana each appearing over four times, "These films are no walk in 
the park to make. Yet you see how many people come back, time and again,” said Jeremy 
Dawson in an interview with Guardian in 2014. Dawson is a film producer and visual effects 
artist who worked with Anderson on multiple shoots. “Wes has a theory that because making a 
film takes up such a chunk of your life, the process should be enjoyable." 
 
His films reiterate many of the stylistic attributes of Roman Polanski, Martin Scorsese and 
particularly Stanley Kubrick who fans accused Anderson of stealing from. Nonetheless, 
Anderson embraced the aesthetic outside of his films as well as inside them. Often his characters 



could be seen dressing in outfits that mirrored himself, or maybe it was Anderson that began 
dressing like his characters.  
 
“Wes is very erudite and fashionable and soft in his features, soft in his manner, in his kindness 
and his generosity and his openness,” said actor and director Bryan Cranston in a 2018 GQ 
interview. “That…is not just in his movies but in his life.” 
 
 
 
 

 


